Interview

You may talk of regulation and of laws, says Walter Wriston,
but ultimately it’s the market that decides.

The

Real Power
I

n Risk and Other Four-Letter Words, Walter B. Wriston writes
admiringly of a statue that stands above the State House
in Providence, R.I. It represents no soldier or statesman or
other prominent figure—rather, it is simply titled The Independent Man.
“The importance of the Independent Man in our society,” Wriston
writes, “has been obscured by a constant stream of data about our
individual helplessness in the face of big government, big business,
big institutions, and big media.”
Although he achieved a prominence in business that, in an earlier age, might have entitled him to a statue of his own in the town
square—at the end of his seventeen-year reign, Citicorp had become the world’s largest bank—he is nothing if not an independent
man. As much as being recognized as a thinker and thought leader,
Five years ago, you said that business-bashing
would become less and less popular as a way
to get elected. Thinking about the recent election, do you think that was true?
Peter Wallison of the American Enterprise Institute wrote an article last
June looking at investor confidence
in the aftermath of WorldCom, Enron, and other corporate scandals.
He found that the scandals—and the
passage of Sarbanes-Oxley, for that
matter—actually had no significant
effect on stock prices. People keep
investing even when the media tells
them that nobody trusts the market
anymore.
What does that say to you?
That the market is bigger than
anybody.
Bigger than any scandal?
Yes. It says to me that we’re so

he is known for being unafraid to speak out, even if his views go
against the conventional grain. At 85, retired and ailing, Wriston
remains patrician in appearance, and he still shows up at his office
most days.
Nearly twenty years ago, he wrote, “Though I can stand the absence of crisis as well as anyone, I earnestly hope there will be no
interruption in the steady flow of entirely manageable crises that we
have survived in recent years—though some lowering of the decibel level would be helpful.” Today, surrounded by crises of every
stripe (including some that do not appear entirely manageable), we
thought it opportune to sit down with the legendary banker to get
his thoughts on crises, misadventures, and the current decibel level.
Across the Board editor A.J. Vogl visited with Wriston at his
offices, a few blocks north of New York City’s Citicorp building.

accustomed to reading the Democratic-designated journal called The
New York Times that we think it’s
reporting what people think. It probably is what they think in New York,
but it surely isn’t in places like Kansas
City or Wisconsin, where I come from.
It also says to me that the clamor for
more regulation to restore investor
confidence stems from ideology
rather than from a lack of investor
confidence. To be sure, our system is
flawed, but as Churchill said, it’s better than any other. And that plays out
day after day.

As you look over the business landscape today,
how would you say CEOs are performing?
It’s an interesting question, and to
answer it I ask myself: Where are the
business leaders? My mentor George
Moore would have described them
as “playing mouse.” They’re hiding.
A
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Who are the spokesmen for American business today—name me one,
quick. Where are today’s Irving Shapiros, the Reggie Joneses, the Bud
Warners? They stood up and spoke
out. We got the Arab boycott fixed.
We went out on the hustings, and we
got rid of the Reg Q interest rip-off
and all that nonsense. We were not
afraid to be visible.
So why aren’t there business leaders standing at the barricades today?
Because they know that if they do
stand up, the media, with justification, will ask, Hey, how come this
guy earned $200 million last year
and got $1 million in registered stock
besides—and, by the way, the interest
rate on his deferred comp is 12 percent, and last I looked the federal
funds rate was below inflation. Business leaders haven’t got an answer
for that; they may feel in their heads
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And CEOs walk away with bigger and bigger
pay packages.
I’m talking out of school, but it’s
true. I was the longest-serving director of General Electric and chairman
of the comp committee that put Jack
Welch in the job. When I read the
10-K and saw what he had coming
to him from GE upon his retirement.

much as it was about belonging to a
club: Whatever Jack has, Larry Bossidy has to have, and so on. It’s why
all the old people in Florida drive
Cadillacs.

Do you sit on any boards today?
I’m still on three—very small but
interesting.
But you’ve served on other boards of large
companies.
Oh, yes, I’ve been on twenty-five,
from General Electric to General
Mills.
At the time, did you or any other directors
challenge the consultants and say to them,
This is a line of bull you’re feeding us: You’re
just ratcheting up compensation. We’re going
to draw a line in the sand.
We said that; a lot of boards I was
on said that. In turn, the consultants
told us, Look, you live in a tough,
competitive world. The market for
this guy is X; if you don’t pay X, you
don’t get him. It wasn’t stupidity on
our part; rather, we were between a
rock and a hard place. I was on one
board where we needed a new CEO,
and when I looked at the compensation package I told the consultant,
This guy may be able to walk on
water without his wings clipped, but

I’m a little slow to condemn a guy
on the basis of a newspaper report.
I went over to see him, although I
was retired at the time. I said, Jack,
this is going to come back and bite
you in the tail. His reply to me was,
Did I miss something? Well, I said,
you can laugh, but if you’re retiring
with a billion dollars, which most
people could live on if they trimmed
a bit here or there, you might think
why the hell shouldn’t you have a
plane for life, an apartment, and your
laundry done. But at some point it’s
going to come back and make the
business community look like fools.
And, of course, that’s what happened
when it all came out during Jack’s
divorce. It wasn’t about money so
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it seems to me that this package is
excessive. And the headhunter said,
Yeah, but I got two or three other offers for this guy—do you want him or
don’t you?

Like, take it or leave it?
Almost like that. Finally, I said, OK,
let’s go ahead. And it turns out this
fellow is doing a superb job. All this
is to explain how the market was
made: It was made by consultants.
Many years ago, there used to be something
called the captain-of-the-ship doctrine. If
something goes wrong—if the pilot makes
a navigational error and the ship goes down,
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say, or if the nurse leaves a sponge in the patient’s abdomen during an operation—then
the captain or the surgeon is still responsible.
But if something goes terribly wrong at a
company, the CEO usually stays where he is.
A current example: the Vioxx debacle. At this
time, Merck’s CEO, Ray Gilmartin, shows no
sign of stepping down.
Well, I think the answer to that depends on the facts. All we know about
Merck right now is that they say that
they have data that shows that the incidence of death and other adverse
effects was not statistically significant.
That’s what they say, and I have no
idea if they’re right or wrong. Today
the media pillories people without a
trial, but my mother always taught me
that in America you’re innocent until
proven guilty. To fire the guy because
the FDA withdrew its approval—well,
if it’s true, where the hell was the
FDA? I think it’s a fine line.
When you ask, “Where the hell was the FDA?”,
are you saying that the agency shouldn’t have
allowed Vioxx on the market in the first place?
No, I’m saying that if the incidence
of deaths were as significant as advertised by the plaintiff bar, then the
FDA should have issued some kind
of warning. There isn’t a drug in
the world that doesn’t have a side effect. Aspirin would not be approved
today by the FDA, because there are
instances of stomach bleeding. The
drugs I’m taking now are all experimental, so obviously I’m in favor of
allowing those drugs.
The drug business involves high
risk and difficult decisions. You develop a drug, and then, after clinical
trials, you may have to pull it off the
market and write off a half-billion
dollars. So I’m a little slow to condemn a guy on the basis of a newspaper report.
On the other hand, you have a
situation such as Lord Black of Hollinger, in which you had a former
chairman of the FCC run an internal investigation that concluded, You
stole money. To me, that has a lot
more weight and credibility. So each
case has to be judged on its own.
There isn’t any question that some

James Lynse

that their position on compensation
is indefensible.
When I retired from the local bank
here, there was nobody in my industry who made $1 million a year. You
could argue we weren’t worth any
more, and you’d probably be right,
but the difference between $950,000
and $200 million is quite a stretch.
How did executive compensation
get so seriously off-track? I hold compensation consultants responsible.
They come into your boardroom
with their PowerPoint displays and
say, We’ve posted your competitors’
salaries on this trend line, and your
guy is only in the third quartile—isn’t
that terrible? And the board says, We
can’t have that—put him in the fourth
quartile. And then the consultants
pack up their little projector and go
on to the next corporation, and compensation is ratcheted up again and
again and never goes back.
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people have done terrible things and
were wrong and should be prosecuted. The flip side of that is that
power corrupts and absolute power
corrupts absolutely. I think that Eliot
Spitzer has overreached. We got rid
of wage and price controls under
Nixon; now Spitzer has reinstated
them without benefit of law. He’s told
mutual-fund companies, Cut your
fees or I’ll sue you. To me, that’s
wrong. Then we have the insurance
case, Marsh & McLennan. Their practice of paying what they call commissions—that’s been going on for
fifty years and was approved by all the
regulators, but now Spitzer calls them
kickbacks. That touches a nerve.

But doesn’t the issue go beyond that, to what
he calls bid rigging?
If that occurred, they were obviously wrong. But Spitzer went after
the commission deal, too. And to say
to the board, I won’t talk to your CEO,
seems to me slightly arrogant.
A case of absolute power corrupting absolutely.
It also happened to Rudy Giuliani
when he marched down to Kidder
Peabody and took those poor guys
away in handcuffs on prime-time television, with their families in tears.
Six months later they said, By the
way, we don’t have a case against you.
People forget that, but that’s what
happened. Now, I think prosecutors
do a very useful job. Obviously there
are crooks out there, and they ought
to be in jail. But prosecutors get so
caught up in this stuff that they lose
perspective. You’ve heard the story
of one of Spitzer’s minions going
through hundreds of e-mails on
this bid-rigging thing, and she finally
found one, from 2002 or whenever,
and she ran down the hall shouting,
I got ’em, I got ’em!
E-mail doesn’t get the thought a
normal piece of writing does, and
people tend to write things off the
top of their heads. The result is that
they say dumb things that return to
haunt them. There was a case here
in New York where a guy was hung
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based on his e-mail. He was married
and boasting to a girlfriend in another firm about how he screwed a
customer. People used to do their
boasting in bars, so there was no
record of it. Today, what you would

works for the benefit of the shareholders—well, that’s what the lawyers
would call a fact not yet in evidence.
It’s part of the current situation of
confusing process—Sarbanes-Oxley,
for instance—with reality. But, once

On every board I’ve sat on, there’ve been
natural leaders who come to the fore.
have said at 21 is in an e-mail embedded forever on somebody’s hard
disk.

Let’s talk about some other aspects of corporate governance—for instance, the idea of
splitting the role of chairman and CEO.
Yeah. The Brits have had that for
years, and I don’t see that their companies are burning up the track at
the moment. The guys who are pushing this idea are basically lawyers.
They couldn’t organize a two-car funeral on a rainy day, and here they’re
telling managers how to do corporate governance.
The theory they advance is that
the CEO controls the agenda; so, if
you split the jobs, the CEO loses that
control to the chairman. That’s good
textbook stuff, but in the real world—
certainly on any board I’ve ever been
on—the chairman of the audit committee reports directly to the board.
It’s not put on the agenda by the CEO.
And the controller also reports directly to the board.
So I don’t buy that argument. Yeah,
the CEO controls the agenda—until
somebody asks a question. In my
own case, when I was with the local
bank here, if I put a proposition on
the table and some director said, I
think it needs more work, send it
back to the laundry—well, that’s exactly what we did.
Which is not to say splitting up the
jobs can’t work. I was on the Reuters
board—very British—and we had a
chairman and we had a CEO, and
it worked very well. The chairman
spent enough time so he understood
the business, and he took some heat
off the CEO when we had some problems. But whether this arrangement
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again, it’s like the pretty girl at the
party—hey, this is the thing to do.

Is having a lead director also another pretty
girl at the party?
Well, you can make a better case
for that. Boards are leaderless horses.
You think so?
Sure. Even if all the directors are
leaders in their businesses. But on
every board I’ve sat on, there’ve been
natural leaders who come to the fore
during a crisis. What the lead-director
concept has done is to institutionalize
the idea.
You mean having an officially designated
lead director?
Yes, making one animal more important than others. There are a lot
of boards that have had lead directors who have had to step up—Hospital Corp. of America comes to
mind—and it’s worked very well.
How the other directors feel about
this, I don’t know. I’m not on any
board that has that. But on one of my
boards, rather than elect a lead director we say this month it’ll be the
chairman of the audit committee and
next month it’s the chairman of the
finance committee, and so on.
You mean you rotate the position?
Exactly.
And it seems to work?
Yes, it has the advantage of not
setting up a two-class system.
What about the question of outside directors?
These days, everybody thinks it’s a necessity.
You know, some of the most successful companies in the world are
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run by inside boards. It’s kind of a
joke that Warren Buffett gives a lot
of advice on corporate governance,
since Berkshire Hathaway had a
board of five, and three were named
Buffett. When all this attention was
focused on outside directors, he appointed Tom Murphy, who is chairman of a company he bought—obviously an independent director,
right?—and Donald Keough from
Coca-Cola, of which Buffett owns
probably 20 percent—obviously another independent director.
I’m not saying that it’s wrong to
have outside directors. I think it’s
right. But to say that inside directors
don’t know how to run a company
is a little hard to take pragmatically.
Ultimately, it comes down to the character of the people on the board.

Let’s talk more broadly now about the outlook for the economy. In the last issue of
Across the Board, I interviewed Pete Peterson, and he argued that a financial meltdown
is imminent.
Pete’s been singing that song for
twenty years, and the weather outside ain’t in meltdown yet. The facts
he has are wrong. The deficit of the
United States as a percentage of GNP
is very low and manageable. There
ain’t no meltdown. He has an agenda,
and that’s fine—it’s a free country.
But I don’t know any economist who
agrees with him about it, and I hang
out with Milton Friedman and Gary
Becker and George Shultz and all
these guys. They all say, Forget it—
it’s ridiculous. He doesn’t address the
deficit that means something, and
that’s Medicare and Social Security, to
say nothing of the Army-Navy pen-

the famous lockbox of Social Security
has $1.2 trillion of IOUs and no cash.
And you took that money and you
paid down the public debt and the
trumpets blew, and your grandchildren won’t have to pay it off. But how
the hell do you think you’re going to
redeem those IOUs? There are three
ways. Print the money? Bad news.
Get Congress to appropriate the
money? Forget it. Borrow the money?
Yes. So the federal budget includes
the Social Security trust fund as an
asset.
Government accounting makes
Enron look like a bunch of boys playing with marbles. It’s just terrible. In
fact, one of the interesting things is
that Congress requires that the controller report to them every—I think
it’s April 1. And he said in his last report, The internal controls of the
federal government are so bad that
I can’t give any assurance that the
numbers in this report can be relied
upon by the public.

If Peterson’s favorite topic is meltdown, yours
appears to be “the twilight of sovereignty,”
which, of course, was also the title of a book
you wrote in 1992.
And which Thomas Friedman repackaged ten years later.
What happens when night falls?
That’s a good question. George
Shultz, who is one of my best friends,
read the book when it first came out,
and we went down to Washington
and had a debate about it. He said
that if you don’t have a sovereign government, then who the hell do you
deal with if you’ve got a problem?
Which is true, of course, and that’s

Government accounting makes Enron look
like a bunch of boys playing with marbles.
sion fund, which is trillions of dollars.
I had lunch a while back with Bob
Rubin—he was nice enough to ask
the old crock over. He said, You and
I don’t agree about things, do we?
I said, No, Bob, I think we don’t. So
he said, What’s your beef? I said, Well,

the problem with Palestine. So sovereignty is important, but with the
Internet the power of central governments has attenuated and will continue to attenuate. I always use the
example of someone who people
thought was a fringe journalist—
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to wit, Matt Drudge. He put Monica
Lewinsky up on his website, the oldline papers ignored it until all the
bloggers came in, and then they
couldn’t ignore it anymore. A fringe
journalist with nothing but a website
was the cause of the impeachment of
the president. That’s an absolutely
new situation in the history of the
United States.

The argument is made that multinationals
will take over the powers of the state.
Yeah, the arrogance of international corporations and so forth. The
answer to that is that they can’t. I live
at UN Plaza, at 49th Street. I can’t
park on the street because I don’t
have diplomatic plates. But if I’m the
third undersecretary from Bangladesh, I can park any goddamn place
I want. And if I’m drunk and disorderly or if I kill someone, the worst
thing to happen to me would be I’d
be ejected from the country. So there’s
a lot of sovereign power that’s still
around, including the Army and the
Navy. But the sovereigns can no
longer act capriciously without attracting an enormous audience, and
that attenuates their power. We saw
it in the elections. We see it in the
bloggers. Think about some guy sitting in Des Moines with a brain and
a website—the power that fellow has.
We see it in the Tom Brokaws and
crazy Dan Rather. Nobody’s watching them anymore. Why not? People are on the Internet or they’re
on cable.
So you see the Brokaws and Rathers as comparable to the sovereign states.
They used to be, because they
were a monopoly, and now they’re
not a monopoly.
Because information recognizes no borders?
Yes. You can’t stop it, just as you
can’t stop the power of the market.
The market is more powerful than
governments. Now, you can argue
that that’s bad—and you may have a
point—but I’m saying that’s the reality, and you can see that power in
action every day of the year. ♦
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